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Abstract
This paper discusses recent results andnear-termprospects of the long-baseline neutrino experiments
MINOS,MINOS+, T2K andNOvA.Thenon-zero value of the third neutrinomixing angle θ13 allows
experimental analysis in amannerwhich explicitly exhibits appearance anddisappearance dependencies
on additional parameters associatedwithmass-hierarchy,CP violation, and anynon-maximal θ23. These
current andnear-future experiments begin the era of precision accelerator long-baselinemeasurements
and lay the frameworkwithinwhich future experimental resultswill be interpreted.
1. Introduction to long-baseline accelerator experiments
1.1.Motivation and three-ﬂavormodel
Beginningwith the successful operation of theK2K experiment [1], the physics community has seen a profound
expansion of our knowledge of themixing of neutrinos, driven by long-baseline accelerator experiments [2–6],
experiments studying atmospheric neutrinos [7–9], solar neutrinos [10], and,most recently, high-precision
experiments with reactor neutrinos [11]. In this article we describe the current generation of the running long-
baseline neutrino experiments T2K andMINOS/MINOS+ , and the status of theNOvA experiment whichwas
commissioned in 2014. Each of these experiments was designedwith primary and secondary goals. For example,
MINOShad as its principle justiﬁcation themeasurement, via disappearance of νμ, of themixing parameters
sin2θ23 andΔm
2
32, with particular emphasis onΔm
2
32. T2K andNOvAwere primarily designed to elucidate the
structure of the neutrino sector by studies of νe appearance.However they aremaking andwill continue tomake
very signiﬁcant contributions to the study of νμ disappearance as well. Similarly,MINOShasmeasured νe
appearance and the angle θ13.
This situation leads us to a point wewill emphasize throughout this article, namely that the traditional
distinction between variousmodes of study ofmixing,matter effects, andCP violation is rapidly givingway to a
more integrated approachwhich utilizes bothmajor types of signals to gainmaximal information about the
somewhat complicated three-neutrino sector.Wewillﬁrst discuss the relevant formalism and themajor
measurements required to test it. Nextwewill provide a technical overview of the powerful neutrino beams
required for themeasurements, and then proceed to discuss the experiments together with their current
measurements and expected sensitivities. Finally, we conclude the article with a discussion of the near-term
future for these experiments.
It is our goal to familiarize the readerwith the surprisingly rich information already available in studies of
this sector of physics, the only one currently not well-handled by the StandardModel. In addition, wewill
provide context for future discussions of progress to be provided by these experiments and by the exciting future
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In the three-neutrinomodel there is a close relationship among the disappearance and appearancemodes of
oscillation study, going back to their origin in the PMNSmatrix. Following reference [12], it is possible towrite
the disappearance possibility formuon neutrinos in vacuum, as
n n q q q q = - - Dm mP m L
E
1 4 sin cos 1 sin cos sin
4
, 12 23 2 13 2 23 2 13 2
eff
2( )( ) ( )
whereDmeff2 incorporates effective leading dependences on the additional PMNSparametersDm212 , θ13, and
δCP as
q d q q qD = D + D + Dm m m msin cos sin tan sin 2 .eff2 322 212 2 12 212 CP 13 23 12
Equation (1)may be simplymanipulated to yield a form appropriate for the baseline of the T2K experiment,
namely
n n q q q q - + Dm m P m L
E
1 cos sin 2 sin 2 sin sin
4
. 24 13 2 23 2 13 2 23 2
31
2( )( ) ( )
Herewe see the vital role of themixing angle θ13, which couples in the PMNSmatrix to theCP-violating
phase δCP. It is nowwell-known that this angle is relatively large, approximately 9° [10]. T2K,MINOS/MINOS
+, and futureNOvAmeasurements of this angle and its consequences are discussed in sections 3, 4 and 7.
Because the Earth between the beam creation point and the detector location forms an essential part of any
long-baseline experiment, its effects on themeasurementsmust be considered. This creates both problems and
opportunities—problems because of the introduction of degeneracies betweenmatter effects andCP violation,
and opportunities because of the possibilities to exploit the differences between neutrino and antineutrino
interactions, and from the twomass hierarchies.
1.2.1. Appearancemeasurements and sin2 2θ13
A large value of θ13 is key to allowing an integrated approach to oscillation studies.MINOS, T2K, and soon
NOvAuse the appearance channel for νe with amuonneutrino beam to probe θ13 directly. In appropriate
approximation for amuonneutrinowith energy Eν ofO(1)GeV traveling a distance ofO(100) km, the leading
order equation governing the appearance probability is:
n n q q » DmP m L
E
sin sin 2 sin
4
. 3e 2 23 2 13 2
32
2
( ) ( )
Equation (3) is applicable for both neutrino and anti-neutrino oscillations.
The difference between neutrinos and anti-neutrinos in oscillation appears as a sub-leading effect, including
the solar parameters θ12 andDm212 andCP violation phase δCP. The probability is expressed [13, 14] as
n n q a q a q a - + +m P T T T Tsin 2 sin 2 sin 2 , 4e 2 13 1 13 2 13 3 4 4( ) ( )
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and º DnA G n E m2 2 F e 322 , whereNe is the electron density of Earthʼs crust. In
equation (4), the sign of the second term changes for anti-neutrinos, governing CP violationwhen all three
mixing angles, including θ13, have nonzero values.With current best knowledge of oscillation parameters, the
CP violation (sub-leading term) can be as large as∼30%of the leading term.
TheA dependence arises frommatter effects (caused by additional terms in theHamiltonian for the electron
component of the neutrino eigenstate), which are coupledwith the sign ofDm322 . In this paper, we refer to
D >m 0322 as the normalmass hierarchy andD <m 0322 as the inverted one.
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1.2.2. Hierarchy, octants, andCP violation (dCP)
The subleading terms shown in equations (1) and (4)make it possible in principle for oscillationmeasurements
to be sensitive to the octant of θ23 (θ23<π /4 or θ23>π /4), in the case it is notmaximal (i.e.=π /4). Even for
maximalmixing, the additional dependencies in equation (4), and further terms added to equation (2) enable
the combination of disappearance and appearance results to begin to give clues to theCP and hierarchy puzzles.
2. Beamlines
2.1. NuMI
The conceptual beginning of theNuMI beamline dates to the era of the construction of the Fermilabmain
injector. The beamline, togetherwith its associated tunnels, experimental halls, surface buildings and
infrastructure, was built between 1999 and 2004.Datatakingwith the beambegan inMarch of 2005, and
continues to this time. The complex currently consists of a primary beam transport, theNuMI target hall, a 675
meterHe-ﬁlled decay pipe of onemeter radius, a hadron absorber andmuon ﬂuxmonitor area,meters of rock
shielding, and two experimental halls—theﬁrst housing theMINOSnear detector and theMINERvAdetector,
and the second housing theNOvAnear detector. Figure 1 shows the general conﬁguration of the beamline.
Beam from the Fermilab Booster is accelerated in theMain Injector to 120 GeV, and then extractedwith a
systemof fast kickers. As part of an upgrade to beampower, commissioning is underway to stack beam in the
Fermilab recycler ring before transfer to themain injector. At theNuMI target the proton beam consists of six
batches, with a total extraction period of 10 μs. The time between extractions has varied from2.2 s to the current
1.3 s. This low duty factor allows theMINOS andNOvA experiments to trigger on a simple timingwindow,
which facilitates the surface location of theNOvA far detector. Overlayingmultiple injections from the booster
in themain injector (slip-stacking) has allowed the beam intensity to reach 375 kW.TheNuMI beam forNOvA
is anticipated to reach 700 kW,with a similar time structure.
Secondary hadrons created in the interaction of the extracted proton beamwith a 94 cmgraphite target are
focused by a systemof twomagnetic horns.Historically, the focused hadronmomentum (which translates into
neutrino energy) has been adjustable bymoving the target w.r.t the ﬁrst horn. This ismore difﬁcult in theNOvA
beamconﬁguration, which is optimized for the off-axis application. Figure 2 shows the focusing schema of the
NuMI beam.Themajority of the data samples used inMINOS physics analyzes have used theNuMI beam line
focused at its lowest practical energy conﬁguration, with a peak neutrino energy at approximately 3 GeV.
Additional samples at higher neutrino beam energy settings have been used to provide information on the
Figure 1. Layout of theNuMI beamline at Fermilab, showingmain components of the target, focusing, and decay systems [15].
Figure 2.Detail of themagnetic focusing horn system for theNuMI beam line [16].
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intrinsic νe component of the beam, an important and irreducible background for themeasurement of sin
2 2θ13.
Overall beamproduction for theMINOS running period 2005–2012, is shown inﬁgure 3.
An important feature of horn-focused beamlines like theNuMI beamline is the ability to convert from
focusing positive hadrons (primarily p+) to negative hadrons (primarily p-), which creates a beamheavily
enriched in antineutrinos. Using this beam,MINOShas published special studies of the oscillation parameters
of nm¯ [17].
Targetry which canwithstand the repeated high power proton pulses needed for a neutrino beam represents
a technical challenge. TheNuMI targets used forMINOSdata takingwere constructed of 47 segmented graphite
ﬁns. A total of seven targets were used in the period 2005 to 2012, with exchanges usually due to failures in
auxiliary cooling systems. In one case the targetmaterial experienced signiﬁcant degradation, visible in the
produced neutrino rates. Signiﬁcant engineering changes have occurred for the targets to be used in theNOvA
beam,whichmust withstand 700 kWoperations. These include detailed changes to the graphite ﬁns to allow for
an increase in primary beam spot size from1.1 to 1.3 mm, and, importantly, a signiﬁcant relocation of thewater
cooling tubing to decrease its vulnerability.With these changes, it is expected that theNuMI targets in theNOvA
erawill survive aminimumof a year of high power operation before any replacement is needed.
2.2.Off axis neutrino beam (OAB)
AnOAB conﬁguration [18] is amethod to produce a narrow band energy neutrino beam. In theOAB
conﬁguration, the axis of the beamoptics is intentionally shifted by a few degrees from the detector direction.
With aﬁnite decay angle, the neutrino energy becomes almost independent of the parent pion energy due to
characteristics of the two body decay kinematics of the pionwith Lorentz boost.
The off-axis beamprinciple can be illustratedwith a simple algebraic example. Let usmodel the beam as
consisting of pions which are fully focused in the on-axis directions. The transverse and perpendicular
components of the decay neutrinomomentumobey the relations:
* * * *q g q= = + » nP P P P Esin , 1 cos 5T L ,( ) ( )
where *P and *q are the decaymomentum and angle in the rest frame of the decaying particle. The ﬁxed off-axis
angle condition is q = P PT Llab .
Near *q p= 2, we haveD »P 0T for variations in *q , and therefore
qD =
D »P P 0. 6L T
lab
( )
Physically, the constraint on the anglemeans that the variation of neutrino energy that normally occurs
when *q varies is greatly reduced, and parent particles ofmany energies contribute to a single peak in neutrino
energy. As a consequence, the peak energy of the neutrino beamdepends on the off-axis angle. Figure 5
illustrates this effect graphically for several off-axis angles in theNuMI conﬁguration.
By changing the off axis angle, it is possible to tune the neutrino beam energy tomaximize the sensitivity of
the oscillation parameters. As a reference, the off axis angle can be varied from2.5° to 3.0° in the T2Kbeamline,
which corresponds to amean energy of neutrinos in the range from0.5 to 0.9 GeV.
Figure 3.Total NuMI beamdelivery duringMINOS running. The total collected in the principle neutrino conﬁgurationwas
10.7×1020 protons. For the antineutrino conﬁguration the total was 3.4×1020 protons.
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The neutrino energy spectra at the far detector (Super-Kamiokande)with different off-axis angles in T2K are
shown inﬁgure 4 [19]. In T2K, the off-axis angle is set to 2.5°.
TheNOvA experiment is situated at an off-axis angle of 14 mrad (0.8°).With a higher beam energy focusing
than used for theMINOSprogram, this results in a large ﬂux at the neutrino energy associatedwith oscillations.
At the same time, it reduces backgrounds fromneutral current (NC) interactions fromhigher energies and from
intrinsic beam νe, which have awider energy distribution.
2.3. T2Kneutrino beam
J-PARC, the Japan ProtonAccelerator ResearchComplex, is the accelerator complex supplying 30 GeVprotons
to the T2K experiment. An intense neutrino beamwith a narrow-band energy spectrum is produced using the
off-axis technique. The beam energy is tuned to the oscillationmaximum (∼600MeV for the T2Kbaseline of
295 km), which also suppresses the high energy component contributing to background generation. The left
plot inﬁgure 6 shows the prediction of the T2Kneutrino beam ﬂux at the far detector, Super-Kamiokande
(Super-K). Theﬂux is dominated bymuonneutrinos with a small fraction (at the level of a few%) of intrinsic
Figure 4.The neutrino oscillation probability of n nm m and the neutrino energy spectrumwith different off-axis angles in T2K from
[19].
Figure 5.The neutrino spectra (ﬂux times cross-section) for various angles in amedium-energyNuMI beam [20].
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electron neutrinos, referred to as ‘beam νe’. The beam νe component is amajor backgroundwhen searching for
electron neutrino appearance.
The proton beam is directed onto a graphite target which is designed to accept 750 kWbeampower. The
target is a graphite rod of 91.4 cm long and 2.6 diameter with 1.8 g cm−3 density. The target is helium-cooled.
Since the current beampower is still around 350 kW, there is still amargin for safety. The details of the T2K
target are found in [21]. The positively charged particles (mainly pions) produced are focused by threemagnetic
horns, typically operated at 250kA. The decay of the charged particles in a 100mdecay volume produces the
neutrino beam. By reversing the direction of the horn current, negatively charged particles are focused to
produce the anti-neutrino beam. The prediction of the anti-neutrino beamﬂux is shown at the right plot in
ﬁgure 6. Thanks to the off-axis technique, the signal to noise ratio of the anti-neutrino beam ﬂux is as good as
304 at theﬂux peak, while thewrong sign component of neutrinos is broadly distributed in energy.
T2K started physics data taking in January 2010. Although the data takingwas interrupted onMarch 11,
2011 by theGreat East Japan Earthquake, the experiment collected 6.57×1020 protons on target (POT) for
analysis beforeMay 20135. The history of data taking is shown inﬁgure 7. In 2014, anti-neutrino beam running
began. Today, amaximumbeampower of 370 kWhas been recorded in J-PARC.
3. Electron appearance analysis
3.1.MINOS
TheMINOS experiment, with itsmagnetized steel calorimeters, was principally designed to detect and classify
the charged–current (CC) reactions n m+  +m -N X and n m+  +m +N X¯ . In order to detect and
measure the appearance of νe and ne¯ , which indicate a non-zero θ13, sophisticated statistical techniquesmust be
used to disentangle the relative contributions of this signal from the similarNCbackground. To do this,MINOS
uses the library eventmatching (LEM) technique [22]. This procedure uses large (> 107) simulated samples of
signal and background events to form event-by-event comparisons of the observed deposited charge in detector
channels with the equivalent simulated deposited charge in the library events. The LEMprocedure gives a set of
output variables which are used as input to a simple artiﬁcial neural net, giving a statistical discriminant (αLEM ),
which can be used to identify signal and background components of the data.
The discriminantαLEM is formed by the output of a neural net which has been given as inputs the
reconstructed event energy and characteristics of the 50 best-matched library events, namely (i) the fraction of
these library events that are nueCC events, (ii) their average inelasticity (y) and (iii) the average overlapping
fraction of charge on strips between the data and the 50 library events. Events withαLEM>0.6 are selected for
further analysis.
Figure 6.Prediction of the T2Kbeam ﬂux for neutrinos and antineutrinos at Super-K. The left plot is for the neutrino beammode
made by focusing the positively charged particles, and the right is for the anti-neutrinomodemade by focusing the negative ones. The
ﬂux aboveEν=10 GeV is not shown although theﬂux is simulated up toEν=30 GeV.
4
The signal to noise ratio of anti-neutrinos to neutrinos is typicallymuchworse than that of neutrinos to anti-neutrinos.
5
J-PARC stopped operation inMay 2013 because of the hadron hall accident.
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Next, to search for appearance of νe due to the oscillation phenomenon, the spectra of the varying
background components present in the beam (νμ-CC,NC, and residual beam νe-CC)need to be estimated using
data from the near detector. This is done inMINOSby comparing samples obtained fromdifferent beam
focusing conﬁgurations for decaying secondaries, as discussed in [23]. Figure 8, from [5] shows the far detector
MINOSdata and the expected backgrounds, for various bins ofαLEM.
Theﬁnal elements required to produce an appearancemeasurement are extrapolation of the background
(and oscillated signal) estimates between near and far detectors, and an estimate of the signal efﬁciency. Theﬁrst
is done by comparison of the backgroundmeasured in theNDwith its simulated value, giving a correction factor
that can be applied to the equivalent simulation of the far detector. The technique is simpler than that used for
MINOSCC appearancemeasurement; however the essential equivalence of themethods has been demonstrated
in [16]. In order to estimate the signal efﬁciency, hybrid events were created by substitution of a simulated
electron shower in shower-subtracted, well-identiﬁedCC events. The efﬁciencies obtainedwere> 55% in both
beam conﬁgurations.
The principal systematic errors affect the result are uncertainties in the background estimation and in the
signal efﬁciency. They are 3.8% (4.8%) and 2.8% (3.1%), respectively, for the ν (n¯)modes. Themeasurement is
dominated by statistical errors, affecting both the signal and the background estimation.MINOS systematic
errors are discussed further in section 5.3.
After establishment of these techniques and their systematic errors,MINOS can nowuse the near detector
spectrum to extrapolate the expectation of signal and background for hypothesized values of the the physical
parameters θ13, δCP, andmass hierarchy, to determine statistically allowed and disallowed regions. The overall
background estimation for the ν beam conﬁguration is 127.7 background events. For parameter values of
sin2 2θ13=0.1, δCP=0, θ23=π/4 and normal hierarchy, 33.7±1.9 appearance events are expected, giving a
signal/background ratio of S/B=0.26. A total of 152 events are observed. Contributions to the analysis from
the n¯ beam conﬁguration are small, totaling only 21.4 expected and 20 observed events. The result from [5] is
shown inﬁgure 9 for the fullMINOSdataset, consisting of 10.6×1020 POT for the ν beam conﬁguration and
3.3×1020 POT for the n¯ beam conﬁguration. This analysis does not distinguish between neutrinos and
antineutrinos. The result shows the characteristic features of periodic variationwith δCP, as well as shape
inversionwith hierarchy choice.MINOS cites best-ﬁt values for q q2 sin 2 sin2 13 2 23 of -+0.051 0.0300.038 under the
normal hierarchy assumption, and -+0.093 0.0490.052 for the inverted hierarchy, with 90% conﬁdence ranges of
0.01–0.12 and 0.03–0.18 , respectively. The bestﬁts are all computed for δCP=0, and θ23<π /4.
It is of interest to examine the parameter space probed by this appearance analysismore closely. TheMINOS
collaboration has computed the change in likelihood for excursions of theCP-violating phase δCP for four
combinations of the hierarchy and θ23 octant parameters. This result from [5] is shown inﬁgure 10. The
experiment disfavors 31%of the total three-parameter space (δCP, hierarchy, octant) at 68%C.L. and shows a
suggestive, but statistically limited preference for the invertedmass hierarchy scenario.
Figure 7.The history of the delivered protons to the T2K experiment for analysis. The dots show the number of protons per pulse, and
the lines show the integrated number of protons. The red dots are for the neutrino beam running, and the purple dots are for the anti-
neutrinos.
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3.2. T2K
Theﬁrst evidence of non-zero θ13 was reported [22, 24] in the n nm e appearance channel in 2011. Today, with
more data collected in T2K, the n nm e transition is well established [3]. Twenty-eight electron candidate
events in T2Khave been observed in the T2K far detector (Super-K) by requiring oneCherenkov ‘ring’,
identiﬁed as an electron typewith visible energy greater than 100MeV. In addition, a newly developed algorithm
was applied to suppress background events with a p g 20 , where one of the photons ismissed in
reconstruction. The details of event selection are found in [3, 25]. The number of observed events, compared
with the expectations is shown in table 1. The observed number of events, 28, is signiﬁcantly larger than the
expected number, 4.92±0.55, with θ13=0, but is consistent with the expectation of 21.6with q =sin 2 0.102 13
and δCP=0.
The best ﬁt value of θ13 has been evaluated to be q =  sin 2 0.140 0.038 0.170 0.0452 13 ( ) for the normal
(inverted) hierarchy case with a 68%conﬁdence level (C. L.), by ﬁxing the other oscillation parameters:
q =sin 2 0.3062 12 ,D = ´ -m 7.6 1021 5 eV2, q =sin 0.52 23 , D = ´ -m 2.4 10322 3∣ ∣ eV2, and δCP=0. Figure 11
shows the electronmomentumversus angle distribution (sensitive to the oscillation), which is used to extract the
oscillation parameters sin2 2θ13 and δCPwhich give the best ﬁt values. The signiﬁcance for a nonzero θ13 is
calculated to be 7.3σ.
Allowed regions for sin2 2θ13 as a function of δCP are evaluated as shown inﬁgure 12, where the values of
sin2θ23 andDm322 are varied in theﬁt with additional constraints from [26]. In order to be sensitive to δCP, T2K
uses the value of θ13, 0.098±0.013, from reactor experiments in PDG2012 [10]. The- D L2 ln in theﬁt as a
function of δCP is extracted, and is shown inﬁgure 13. The T2Kmeasurement, togetherwith the reactor θ13 value
prefers d p= - 2CP with an exclusion of p d p p d p< < - < < -0.19 0.80 0.97CP CP( and
p d p- < <0.04 CP )with normal (inverted) hierarchy at 90%C.L. Thismay be a hint of CP violation in
neutrinos.
Figure 8.MINOS far detector datawith statistical errors [5]used for νe appearance analysis, comparedwith expectations for
sin2(2θ13)=0.051,Dm322 >0, δ=0, and θ23=π/4.
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Figure 9.MINOS allowed contours at 68%and 90%conﬁdence for themeasured quantity q q2 sin 2 sin2 13 2 23, as a function of δCP.
Systematic and statistical uncertainties are included, and results for both assumed hierarchies are displayed.
Figure 10.Variation of likelihood (compared to bestﬁts)with δCP, plotted as- D L2 ln( ), for the observed νe appearance inMINOS,
shown for varying combinations of other oscillation parameters. Values above the horizontal dashed lines are disfavored at either 68%
or 90%C. L.
Table 1.The number of observed events with theMCexpectations and efﬁciencies. The oscillation parameters
are assumed to be q =sin 2 0.12 13 , q =sin 0.52 23 , D = ´ -m 2.4 10322 3∣ ∣ eV2, d = 0CP , andD >m 0322
Data Total Signal n nm e n n+m m Beam n n+e e NC
MC CC CC CC
ne events 28 21.6 17.3 0.1 3.2 1.0
Efﬁciency (%) — — 61.2 0.0 19.1 0.4
9
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4. Precisemeasurements of oscillation parameters
4.1. T2Kνμdisappearance analysis
Themost precisemeasurement of θ23 has been carried out [2] by T2Kbased on the data set of 6.57×10
20 POT.
First, a single-ringmuon sample6 is selected by requiring onemuon-type Cherenkov ringwithmomentum
greater than 200MeV/c in Super-K. The details of the event selection are found in [2]. One hundred twenty
events are selectedwhile the expectationwithout neutrino oscillation is 446.0±22.5(syst.). The neutrino
energy for each event is calculated under the quasi-elastic (QE) assumption using the expression
Figure 11.TheT2K electronmomentumversus angle distribution for 28 single-ring electron events, together with theMC
expectation in [3]. The bestﬁt value of q =sin 2 0.1402 13 in the normal hierarchy case is used for the expectation.
Figure 12.The allowed regions for sin2 2θ13 as a function of δCP for the normalmass hierarchy case (top) and the inverted one
(bottom) from [3]. The value of θ13 from reactor experiments in PDG2012 is shown as the shaded region.
6
The number of rings corresponds to the number of observed particles in Super-K.
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wheremp is the protonmass,mn the neutronmass,ml the leptonmass,El the lepton energy, andEb=27MeV
the binding energy of a nucleon inside a 16Onucleus. Figure 14 shows the neutrino energy of the observed 120
events with theMCexpectations for neutrino oscillations.
Using the number of events and the neutrino energy spectrum, the oscillation parameters
q Dmsin ,2 23 32 132( )( ) are estimatedwith an un-binnedmaximum likelihood ﬁt for the normal (inverted)mass
hierarchies. Details of themethod are found in [2]. The result is shown inﬁgure 15.
The best ﬁt valuewith the 1D 68%conﬁdence intervals are q = -+sin 0.5142 23 0.0560.055 (0.511±0.055) and
D = m 2.51 0.10322 D =  ´ -m 2.48 0.10 10 eV132 3 2( ) for the normal (inverted)hierarchy case. The result is
consistent with themaximal possible disappearance probability and ismore precise than previous
measurements, especially for qsin2 23.
4.2. Joint analysis ofνμdisappearance andνe appearance samples inMINOS
Beginning in 2005 (2003 for collection of atmospheric data), theMINOS experiment has provided precision
measurements of the oscillation parametersΔm2 and sin2 (2θ) for effective deﬁnitions of these parameters in a
two-neutrino approximation.Most recently,MINOShas quoted 2.28× < D <- m10 2.463 322∣ ∣ ×10−3 eV2
(68% conﬁdence) and a 90%C.L. range for θ23 of q< <0.37 sin 0.642 13 (both normalmass hierarchy), using a
complete three-neutrino description of the data [6]. Atmospheric data and appearance data are included in the
combined ﬁts. In particular, the νe appearance data and atmospheric data provide, in principle, sensitivity to
additional information concerningmass hierarchy andCPphase. As an example, the atmospheric data sample,
divided into neutrino and antineutrino samples for up-goingmulti-GeV events, shows differentmatter effects
for normal and inverted hierarchies. In the current sample, these additional sensitivities are limited, as shownby
Figure 13.The- D L2 ln value as a function of δCPwith the reactor θ13 constraints for normal and inverted hierarchies from [3]. The
likelihood ismarginalized over θ13, θ23 andDm322 . The 90%C.L. is evaluated by using the Feldman–Cousinsmethod. The δCP regions
with values above the 90%C.L. lines are excluded.
Figure 14.The neutrino energy spectrum for single-ringmuon events in [2]. (Top)The observed and expected spectrawith the event
categories in the simulation. (Bottom)The ratio of the observed spectrum to the no-oscillation hypothesis with the best-ﬁt case.
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the presentation inﬁgure 16, and the ﬁtted values of Dm322∣ ∣and sin2θ23 are consistent [6]. Theﬁt results are
obtained using constraints from external data. In particular, a value of q = sin 0.0242 0.00252 13 has been
taken from aweighted average of reactor experiment values [11], and solar oscillation parameters are taken
from [28].
4.3. Joint analysis ofνμdisappearance andνe appearance samples inT2K
The oscillation probability of n nm e depends onmany oscillation parameters: qsin2 13, qsin2 23,Dm322 and d ;CP
that of n nm m dependsmainly on qsin2 23 andDm322 . Therefore, all oscillation parameters can be efﬁciently
Figure 15.T2KContours of oscillation parameters qsin2 23 versus Dm32 132∣ ∣( ) for 68%and 90%C.L. region. The one-dimensional
proﬁle likelihoods are also shown for each oscillation parameter in the top and rightwindows. The 1D- D L2 ln critical values for the
normalmass hierarchy are shown in thewindows. The Super-Kamiokande [27] andMINOS [6] results are also shown for
comparison.
Figure 16.MINOS three-ﬂavor oscillation parameters using both disappearance and appearance data. Left: conﬁdence level contours
for assumed normal and inverted hierarchies, computed using- D L2 ln( )w.r.t. the overall bestﬁt point (star). Right: one-
dimensional likelihood proﬁles for the parameters. All results from [6].
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extracted byﬁtting two data samples of νe and νμ simultaneously. For this purpose, the T2K collaboration
developed analysis techniques toﬁt both νe and νμ samples. Onemethod is based on theD Llog method, and
the other is based on theMarkov chainMonte Carlo (MCMC)method. The θ13 constraint fromPDG2012 [10] is
applied in the analysis.
With theD Llog method, T2Kmeasures qsin 22 13, qsin2 23,Dm32 132 ( ) and δCP as shown inﬁgure 17. The
results are consistent with those shown in sections 3.2 and 4.1, and the correlations between parameters are
properly treated.With theMCMCmethod, the quantities d- D º -L L L2 ln ln ln best fit valuesCP( ( ) ( )) in the
ﬁt, as a function of δCP, are evaluated as shown inﬁgure 18. The bestﬁt value and the preferred regions at 90%
C.L. are consistent with the result of the νe only sample shown in ﬁgure 13.
Inﬁgure 19, the credible intervals calculated in theMCMCmethod are shown in the qsin2 23 versus Dm322∣ ∣
plane, for both normal and invertedmass hierarchy cases. The results are comparedwith othermeasurements by




In accelerator neutrino beam experiments, understanding of the properties of the neutrino beam is very
important. An experiment is usually designed to cancel ﬁrst-order uncertainties of the neutrino beamby
adopting the ‘two detectors’ technique, inwhich one detector, located near the beamproduction point, is used
tomonitor the beamand the other, far detector, studies neutrino oscillations. By normalizing the neutrino
Figure 17.T2KContours of oscillation parameters calculatedwith theD Llog method for both normal and inverted hierarchy cases
[29]: (top-left) qsin2 23 versus Dm32 132∣ ∣( ) , (top-right) qsin2 13 versus Dm32 132∣ ∣( ) , (bottom-left) qsin2 13 versus dCP, and (bottom-right)
qsin2 23 versus qsin2 13. The 90% (68%)C.L. are shown in the solid (dashed) lineswith the bestﬁt point shown by themark.
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Figure 18. (Left)TheT2K credible intervals in the qsin2 13 versus dCP plane calculated in theMCMCmethod [29]. The 68% intervals
are showby the dashed lines and the 90% intervals are by the solid lines. These are constructed bymarginalizing over bothmass
hierarchies. The red lines are extracted only from the T2Kdata set, and the black line and the point are extracted fromboth the T2K
data set and the reactor θ13 constraint. (Right)The- D L2 ln value as a function of δCP in theMCMCmethodwith both νe and νμ
samples and reactor θ13 constraint [29]. The δCP regions with values above the 90%C.L. lines are excluded.
Figure 19.T2K68% (dashed) and 90% (solid)CL regions contours of oscillation parameters qsin2 23 versusDm322 for normal (top)
and inverted (bottom)mass hierarchy [29]. The bestﬁt point is shown as the blackmark in the normalmass hierarchy. The Super-
Kamiokande [27] andMINOS [6] results are also shown for comparison.
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events with the near detectormeasurement, the systematic uncertainties of the beam and the neutrino cross
sections are largely canceled. Evenwith the cancellation, for a precisionmeasurement, understanding of the
beam itself is essential.
In the T2K experiment, the neutrino beam is simulated by incorporating realmeasurements of hadron
production, amongwhich large contributions come from theCERNNA61 experiment [30, 31]. The
uncertainties of hadron production decaying into neutrinos are directly related to the systematic uncertainty in
the neutrino beam. The uncertainty of the neutrino beamﬂux at the far detector in the T2K experiment is shown
inﬁgure 20.
The fractional uncertainty of the beam is at the 10∼15% level, of which the largest component is still the
uncertainty in hadronic interactions. The second largest component is due to the combined uncertainties of
proton beamparameters, alignment of the beam line components and off-axis angle. In T2K, the beam stability
and the off-axis angle are directlymonitored using the neutrino beammonitor: INGRID [32]. As shown in
section 5.2, the relative beam ﬂux uncertainty between the near and far detectors can be reduced to the 3% level
including the uncertainty in cross sections constrained by the near detector.
5.2. Constraints by the T2Knear detectormeasurements
Theuncertainty of neutrino cross sections is not small, especially in the∼GeVenergy region.Although the
uncertainty is typically at the∼20% level, theﬁrst order uncertainties of the beamand cross sections canbe
canceled by adopting the twodetector technique, as described in section 5.1. For this purpose,MINOS,MINOS+,
NOvAandT2Khave sophisticatednear detectorswhich collect large amounts of neutrino data tomeasure the
neutrino beamﬂux andneutrino cross sectionswith high precision.
In the T2K experiment, the near detector calledND280 [21] is located at 280mfrom the beamproduction
target, in the same direction as the far detector, at 2.5° off-axis. ND280 consists of twoﬁne grained detectors,
three time projection chambers (TPC), an electromagnetic calorimeter system (ECAL), sidemuon range
detectors (SMRD) and aπ0 detector (P0D). Except for the SMRD, the detectors are located inside a dipole
magnet of 0.2 Tmagnetic ﬁeld. For neutrino energies around 1 GeV, the dominant neutrino interaction is CC
QE scattering, and the second dominant one is CC 1π production. In the higher energy region, deep-inelastic
scattering (DIS) becomes dominant. InND280, the following three event categories have beenmeasured:
pCC0 , pCC1 andCCOtherwhere the pCC0 sample is for CCQE events, pCC1 for CC 1π production and
CCOther forDIS. The distributions ofmuonmomentum and scattering angle relative to the neutrino beam are
shown inﬁgure 21 for data.
The neutrino interactionmodels and the neutrino beam ﬂux are tuned tomatch the observed distributions
inﬁgure 21. After tuning, the uncertainties of the neutrino event rates are summarized in table 2. The
uncertainties ofπ hadronic interactions in the far detector and the detector systematic error in the far detector
are also shown.
In T2K, the number of observed νe (νμ) events is 28 (120)with a systematic uncertainty of 6.8 (7.7)%. In
ﬁgure 22, the uncertainties on the expected energy distributions of both νe and νμ events are shown before and
after constraint by theND280measurement. Today, the T2K sensitivity is not very limited by systematic errors
Figure 20. Fractional uncertainty of the T2Kneutrino beam ﬂux: (left)muonneutrino component and (right) electron neutrino
component [25].
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whichwill also rapidly improve for the futureCP violationmeasurement. In the near future, T2K expects that
the total systematic uncertainty can be reduced down to 5%or less.
5.3.MINOS systematics
MINOSmeasurements have signiﬁcant statistical error. For example, in the combined beam and atmospheric
analysis a total of 3117 beam-generated contained-vertex CC events, distributed across the entire neutrino
Figure 21.Themuonmomentumversus the scattering angle for pCC0 (left), pCC1 (middle) andCCOther (right) samples in T2K
data.
Table 2. Fractional uncertainties (%) of the number of neutrino events in
the T2K far detector [29]. The uncertainties of cross sections are categor-
ized into two parts: One is constrained by theND280measurement, and
the other is independent ofND280.
Sources νe candidates νμ candidates






π interactions in the far detector 2.5 3.0
Far detector systematic 2.7 4.0
Total 6.8 7.7
Figure 22.The uncertainty of the neutrino events in the T2K far detector as a function of neutrino energy [29]. (Left) νe candidate
events and (right) νμ candidate events.
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energy spectrum, are used [33]. The appearance analysisﬁnds 172 events. Notwithstanding these small samples,
MINOShas performed complete and detailed analysis of the systematics of the parametermeasurements. The
sensitivity of the results to systematics also beneﬁts from the great similarity between theMINOSnear and far
detectors. Here we summarize themost important beam-related systematics and their effects.
TheMINOS three-neutrino combined νμ disappearance and νe appearance paper [6] describes the use of 32
systematic effects as nuisance parameters in the ﬁnalﬁts. Of these 13 concern the atmospheric neutrinos; these
are not discussed further in this section. There are four dominant systematic effects in νμ disappearance in
MINOS. These are, with representative values (from [34]):
(1)Hadronic shower energy (7% in the oscillationmaximum region),
(2)μ energy (2%–3%, depending on technique),
(3) relative normailzation (1.6%), and
(4) residual NC contamination (20%).
The systematic knowledge of themuon energy includesmeasurements by range (in theMINOS steel, 2%),
and bymomentum extracted from curvature in theMINOSmagnetic ﬁeld (3%). The relative normalization
error of 1.6% is derived fromknowledge ofﬁducialmasses and relative reconstruction efﬁciencies [34].
Additional systematics are taken into account for νe appearance, affecting both signal and background
predictionswhich are comparedwith the observed data.Many of the large number of systematic checks have
small or negligible effects on themeasured parameters; nevertheless they are incorporated in the ﬁnalﬁtting
procedures as discussed above.
Illustrative values of the systematic effects are quoted in [5], where the effect of the relevant uncertainties on
the far detector background prediction for νe appearance in the νμ beamare given as:
(1) Energy scale: this includes both relative energy scale differences between the near and far detectors and the
absolute energy scale. The former affects the νe background prediction by directly impacting the
extrapolation fromdata, and is themost important single systematic (2%). The latter enters via its effects on
the event selection process, and is less important. The combined effect on the background is 2.7%.
(2)Normalization: this term refers to effects relating to the relative ﬁducial masses and exposures of the two
detectors. It is quoted as 1.9%.
(3) ντ cross section: a poorly knownpseudo-scalar form factor [35] causes a background uncertainty of 1.7%.
(4)All others: small effects due to, for example, neutrino ﬂuxes and cross-sections (which largely cancel due to
the functional identity of the near and far detectors) and hadronic showermodeling in neutrino interactions.
[36]. The sumof these small effects is< 1%, showing oncemore the effectiveness of extrapolating fromnear
detector data.
Theﬁnal uncertainty on the νe background is 4%, to be comparedwith its statistical uncertainty of 8.8%.
The numbers cited here apply to the νμ beammode only, with similar, but slightly higher values for the nm¯ beam
mode. In addition, there is a systematic error of approximately 5%on the appearance signal selection efﬁciency,
studiedwithCC events inwhich themuon data has been replacedwith a simulated electron.
6. Additionalmeasurements
6.1. Additionalmeasurements inMINOS
In addition to the primarymission ofMINOS andMINOS+, which is the understanding of the three-neutrino
oscillation sector, theMINOS detectors andNuMI beam line are capable of awide variety of additional
measurements which enrich our understanding of the physics of neutrinos, and other areas.Measurements
published by theMINOS collaboration include:
(1) Searches for additional sterile neutrinos using charged andNC interactions [37, 38],
(2)measurement of neutrino cross-sections [39],
(3) tests of fundamental symmetries and searches for non-standard interactions [40],
(4) studies of cosmic rays at both near and far detectors [41].
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In this sectionwe discuss brieﬂy theﬁrst item, searches for sterile neutrinos, and present an example of a
fundamental symmetry test.
Anomalies seen in short baseline experiments [48] and others have generated great interest in the possibility
of a fourth neutrinowhichwould not have standardmodel interactions. NCs in theMINOSdetectors are visible
as hadronic showers without an accompanying lepton. All activeﬂavors of neutrinos produceNCs equivalently,
so that the three-neutrino oscillation phenomenon should not cause any depletionwith respect to expectations
in the observed far detector spectrum. This is indeed seen to be the case, as documented in [38]whichmeasures a
limit on the fraction of neutrinos which can have oscillated to sterile neutrinos, fs, of fs< 22%.More recently,
preliminary analysis of further data has generated limits on the sterilemixing angle θ24 which extend the range of
previous experiments [49].
A fundamental test of CPT symmetry is the equivalence of oscillation parameters obtained from νμ and nm¯ .
ThemagnetizedMINOS detector can perform an event-by-event comparison of these parameters enabling an
accurate test of this prediction. The resulting allowed regions (from [33]) are displayed inﬁgure 23. The
difference in Dm2∣ ∣obtained, in a two-ﬂavormodel, is D - D = ´-+ -m m 0.12 10 eV2 2 0.260.24 3 2∣ ¯ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) .
6.2. Additionalmeasurements inT2K
In addition to neutrino oscillation studies, T2K conducts variousmeasurements on neutrino-nucleus cross
sections. As described in section 5.2, the understanding of neutrino cross sections is important to reduce
systematic uncertainties of neutrino oscillationmeasurements, which could improve the sensitivity to neutrino
oscillations.
The cross sectionsmeasured in T2K are summarized in table 3. As theﬁrst step, T2Kmeasures themuon
neutrinoCC inclusive cross sections with the T2Koff-axis near detector (ND280) [42] and the on-axis near
detector (INGRID) [44]. In future, these analyzes will bemore sophisticated tomeasure exclusive channels, such
asCC-QE, CC 1π production, andCC-coherentπ, as energy dependent differential cross sections.With
INGRID, there are two types of neutrino detector with different targetmaterials. One has an iron target, and the
Figure 23.MINOS comparison of νμ and nm¯ oscillations from [33]. The 90% conﬁdence level allowed regions and bestﬁt values are
shown for νμ and nm¯ oscillations, and for a ﬁt inwhich the parameters are assumed to be identical.
Table 3.Neutrino cross sectionsmeasurements in T2K for charged–current (CC) and neutral current
(NC) inclusive processes. Themeasurements of cross sections are given per nucleon. The ratio of cross
sections is also shown in somemeasurements.
Mode Results ( cm
nucleon
2
or the ratio) á ñnE (GeV) Reference
νμCC inclusive (6.91 ± 0.13 (stat)±0.84 (syst))×10
−39 0.85 [42]
νe CC inclusive (1.11 ± 0.09 (stat)±0.18 (syst))×10
−38 ∼1.3 [43]
νμCC inclusive on Fe  ´-+ -1.444 0.002 stat syst 100.1570.189 38( ( ) ( )) 1.51 [44]
νμCC inclusive onCH  ´-+ -1.379 0.009 stat syst 100.1470.178 38( ( ) ( )) 1.51 [44]
νμCC ratio of Fe/CH  1.047 0.007 stat 0.035 syst( ) ( ) 1.51 [44]
νμCC-QEonCH  ´-+ -10.64 0.37 stat syst 101.652.03 39( ( ) ( )) 0.93 [45]
νμCC-QEonCH  ´-+ -11.95 0.19 stat syst 101.471.82 39( ( ) ( )) 1.94 [45]
NC γ ´-+ -1.55 100.330.65 38( ) 0.63 [46]
νe CC ratio s s = n 1.01 0.10CC predictione ∼1.3 [47]
νe (Kdecay)CC ratio s s = n 0.68 0.30CC predictione — [47]
νe (μ decay)CC ratio s s = n 1.10 0.14CC predictione — [47]
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other has a plastic (CH) target. By using two targets, theCC inclusive cross sections on iron and plastic, and the
ratio of cross sections aremeasured. TheCC-QE cross sections are alsomeasuredwith theCH target [45].With
ND280, the electron neutrinoCC inclusive cross sections can also bemeasured [43, 47], using the powerful
particle identiﬁcation performance of TPC and ECAL. In the analysis [47], the electron neutrino contamination
in the beam ismeasured relative to the prediction in the simulation. T2K also has divided themeasurement into
two contributions: One is the electron neutrino fromkaon decay and the other is frommuon decay. TheNC
gammaproduction cross section in neutrino-oxygen interaction has also beenmeasured [47] by using the far
detector, Super-Kamiokande. All the results are consistent with the predictions in the neutrino interaction
generator librariesNEUT [50] andGENIE [51]. Finally, withND280, the electron neutrino disappearance
samplewas searched to investigate neutrino oscillations to sterile neutrinos [52].
7. The frontier and future sensitivity
7.1. NOvA
TheNOvA experiment is the principal appearance-mode long-baseline experiment at Fermilab. Itmakes use of
the off-axisNuMI beam as discussed in previous sections. The far and near detectorsminimize passivemass,
moving toward the ideal of a totally active ﬁducial volumewhichwill be realizedwith future detectors, such as
e.g. DUNE liquid argonTPCʼs. A totally active detector typically has better performance because all charged
particles in neutrino interactions are reconstructed properly with good efﬁciency. In the case ofNOvA the active
medium is liquid scintillatormixed into oil. The basic segmentation of the detector is planes of 3.6 cm×5.6 cm
PVC tubes, separated by thinwalls. Light is collected in each tube by a loopedwavelength shifting ﬁber that is
directed onto a single pixel of an avalanche photodiode (APD). TheAPDʼs are cooled by a hybrid
thermoelectric/water system to a temperature of−15°C.
There are a total of 344 064 tubes arranged in an interchanging pattern of horizontal and vertical planes,
giving an active structure 15.6 m×15.6 m, and 60 m long. The active scintillatormass is 8.7 ktonnes with 5.3
ktonnes devoted to the PVC support structure, ﬁber readout, and other structural components, giving a total far
detectormass of 14.0 ktonnes. Figure 24 shows a typical NOvA far detector event.
In addition to the far detector, a functionally equivalent near detector is located at Fermilab. This detector
consists of horizontal planes 4.0 m×4.0 m, togetherwith a steelmuon catcher to assist inmeasurement of the
spectrumofCC events. The expected average occupancy of the near detector is≈6 events per spill at full
intensity, whichwill be separated by their time of occurrence, as is already successfully done inMINOS and
MINERvA.
Figure 24.Charged–current neutrino interaction observed in theNOvAFarDetector (CourtesyNOvACollaboration).
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The relatively large value of θ13 provides the opportunity for a rich harvest of physics results forNOvA via
both disappearance and appearance, with both neutrino and antineutrino beams.Herewe focus on the
appearance channel, with its rich information about θ13,mass hierarchy, and δCP.Disappearancemeasurements
are also highly sensitive and give excellent information on the octant of θ23. During early running, combination
withMINOS+will be exploited, as discussed separately below.
As discussed in earlier sections, themeasurements of νe appearance ofNOvA are signiﬁcantly affected by
matter effects, potential CP violation,mass hierarchy, and the distinctions between neutrinos and anti-
neutrinos. A useful tool for understanding these dependencies is the biprobability plot, inwhich one axis
displays the appearance probability for νe and the other the probability for ne¯ . Figure 25 shows this situation
graphically, for the case ofmaximalmixing. The results are clearly separated formany values of δCP, with areas of
overlap for the regions around δCP=π/2 (δCP=3π/2) for normal (inverted)mass hierarchy.Moreover, the
subleading effects cause a separation in the appearance probabilities depending on the octant of θ23.
The sensitivity ofNOvA to the octant depends on the value of θ23, and somewhat on both the hierarchy and
the value of δCP. For a value of qsin 22 23 of 0.95, there is considerable sensitivity for all values of those parameters,
exceeding 95%CL for signiﬁcant portions of the parameter spacewith the nominal exposure, shown in
ﬁgure 26.
As suggested byﬁgure 25, a principle goal ofNOvA is to gain information about themass hierarchy of the
neutrino eigenstates.We can see the sensitivity of a ‘standard’ expected exposure in theNuMI beam inﬁgure 27.
Figure 25.Biprobability plot showing the effect ofmass hierarchy, δCP, and νμ versus nm¯ exposure. The left panel shows the expected
appearance probabilities for νe (ne¯)when themixing angle θ23=π/4 (maximalmixing). The right panel shows the same for assumed
non-maximalmixingwith θ23<π/4 and θ23>π/4. (CourtesyNOvACollaboration.)
Figure 26.NOvA sensitivities for resolution of the octant of non-maximal θ23, assumed to be at q =sin 2 0.952 23 . Left (right) panel
shows the sensitivity for θ23<π/4 (θ23 > π/4). (CourtesyNOvACollaboration.)
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Hierachy andCP violation information are coupled, leading to the right panel of the ﬁgure, inwhich the
fractional coverage of ‘CP-space’ 0−2π at which the hierarchies can be separated is shown as a function of the
signiﬁcance of the separation.
Because of parameter ambiguities, the study of CP violation in neutrino oscillations is particularly
challenging. Full resolution of the problemmay require the very large detectors ofHyper-K andDUNE,
currently under discussion. However, particularly in favorable cases, important information can be obtained.
Figure 28 illustrates the situation by plotting the simultaneous signiﬁcance of two quantities, qsin2 23 and δCP, for
both hierarchies. In confused cases information is obtained about the likely correlations of δCP and the
hierarchy, and less ambiguous cases will favor speciﬁc regions of δCP.
7.2.MINOS+
TheMINOS experiment, as described in this paper, has studied the region in L/E near the oscillationminimum
in detail, using primarily low-energy settings of theNuMI beam. As discussed in section 2.2 the requirements of
off-axis kinematics for theNOvA experiment lead to a need for a higher energy on-axis setting of the on-axis
beam. This beam,with its associated larger event rates in bothMINOSnear and far detectors, is exploited by the
MINOS+ experiment. Figure 29 shows the expected structure of the data spectrumwhichwill be obtained by
MINOS+. The experiment, will collect on the order of 3000CC and 1200NC events for each exposure of
6.0×1020 protons on theNuMI target (roughly annually). These large event rates allow a varied physics
program.
Representative physics goals of theMINOS+ experiment include:
Figure 27. Sensitivity of NOvA to the neutrinomass hierarchy. The left panel shows the sensitivity as a function of δCP/π. The right
panel shows the fraction of δCP space covered for various degrees of statistical signiﬁcanceσ. Both plots are formaximal θ23.
Approximate one third of the δCP range gives a hierarchy determination at 95%C.L. (CourtesyNOvACollaboration).
Figure 28.Examples of jointNOvA sensitivity contours for qsin2 23 and δCP, for a nominal run of 36×1020 protons on target in the
700 kWNuMIbeam. In the left panel θ23 ismaximal, and δCP is chosen formaximum separation between the hierarchies. The
inverted hierarchy and some values of δCP are disfavored. A less-favorable case is shown in the right panel, where δCP is chosen to
illustrate the difﬁculty of distinguishing the hierarchies. In both-cases θ13 is taken as an external input (CourtesyNOvA
Collaboration).
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(1) Precise veriﬁcation of the expected spectral shape of the oscillation phenomenon, using the disappearance
technique, especially in its transition region in energy between 5 and 7 GeV.
(2)Utilization of the precise spectrum together with MINOS and NOvA data to continue improving
understanding of the oscillation parameters.
(3) Further study of the possibilities of sterile neutrinos, using bothCC andNCdisappearance.
(4) Improved precision on searches for exotic phenomena.
Figure 30 shows an example of (ii), considering all theNuMI programdata expected to be obtained in the
2015 time frame. Comparisonwithﬁgure 16 shows improved determination of the parameters, especially in
the case of the normalmass hierarchy.
Figure 29.Ratio of oscillated to unoscillated predictions for νμ charged–current events in theMINOS+ experiment, as a function of
exposure in terms of protons on target (POT). The statistical precision in the neutrino energy region of 5–7 GeV ismuch improved by
the high rates available from theNuMI complex (CourtesyMINOS+Collaboration).
Figure 30.Expected near-termprecision of determination of the oscillation parameters qsin2 23 andDm322 for theMINOS+
experiment. The left panel shows the results whenMINOS andMINOS+data are combined, and the right panel includes the expected
data from theNOvA experiment. The contours are generated using as inputs the best-ﬁtMINOS values from [6] (CourtesyMINOS+
Collaboration).
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7.3. Future prospects of T2K
The approved beam for the T2K experiment is 7.8×1021 POT. The results of T2K reported in this paper are
based on 6.6×1020 which is only 8%of the original goal7. In the near future, the J-PARC accelerator plans to
increase the repetition rate of the acceleration cycle by updating the power supply system.With the upgrade, the
beampower of J-PARCwill reach 750 kW, andT2Kwill accumulate the design beamwithin several years. In this
section, we show the physics sensitivity of T2Kwith 7.8×1021 POT. In T2K, there are two beamoperation
modes: one is neutrino beam and the other is anti-neutrino beam. Since the fraction of the anti-neutrino beam
to the neutrino is notﬁxed yet, wewill show both possibilities.
The current goals of T2Kwith 7.8×1021 POT are
• Initialmeasurement of CP violation in neutrinos up to a 2.5σ level of signiﬁcance.
• Precisionmeasurement of oscillation parameters in the νμ disappearancewith precision of dD -m 10322 4
eV2 and d q sin 2 0.012 23 ; also determination of θ23 octant at 90%C.L. if q -  > 45 423∣ ∣ .
• Contribution to the determination of themass hierarchy.
7.3.1. Neutrino events with 7.8×1021 protons on target (POT)
Based on the analysismethod in [25, 26], the expected number of νe and νμ events
8 are shown in tables 4 and 5
using the following neutrino oscillation parameters: q =sin 2 0.12 13 , q =sin 0.52 23 , q =sin 2 0.87042 12 ,
D = ´ -m 7.6 10122 5 eV2, D = ´ -m 2.4 10322 3∣ ∣ eV2, δCP=0, andD >m 0322 .
7.3.2. CP sensitivity
Since the electron neutrino appearance is sensitive toCP violation, the variation of the number of electron
neutrino events with δCP parameters is shown inﬁgure 31. Inmaximum,we expect a 27% change, compared to
noCP violationwith δCP=0.Hereafter, we assume the beam exposure to be 50% for the neutrino beamand
50% for the anti-neutrino.We also assume q = sin 2 0.10 0.0052 13 as the ultimate θ13 value from reactor
experiments. In the case of themaximumCP violation (δCP=−90°), the T2K sensitivity for δCP=−90° is
shown inﬁgure 32with 90%C.L.
In reality, the sensitivity toCP violation also depends on θ23. Inﬁgure 33, as the T2K sensititivy, we show the
χ2 difference between the true point with d q, sinCP 2 23( ) and the hypothesis test point with δCP=0.
7.3.3. Precisionmeasurements of neutrino oscillation parameters
Sincemost of the T2Kmeasurements are limited by statistics,more data improve the precision of the
measurements. Among the oscillation parameters, sin2θ23 and Dm322∣ ∣are interesting because of their relatively
larger uncertainty compared to other parameters. Figure 34 shows the expected precision of qsin2 23 and Dm322∣ ∣
as a function of POT for the normalmass hierarchy case. Hereafter, the total exposure in T2K is assumed to be
Table 4.The expected number of νe events in T2Kwith 7.8×10
21 POT for the neutrino beammode and
7.8×1021 POT for the ant-neutrino [53].
Signal Signal BeamCC BeamCC NC
BeamMode Total n nm e n nm e n n+e e n n+m m NC
Neutrino beam 291.5 211.9 2.4 41.3 1.4 34.5
Anti-neutrino beam 94.9 11.2 48.8 17.2 0.4 17.3
Table 5.The expected number of νμ events in T2Kwith 7.8×10
21 POT for each beamoperation
mode [53].
CCQE CCnon-QE CC n n+e e
BeamMode Total n nm m( ) n nm m( ) n n n nm m e e( ) ( ) NC
Neutrino beam 1493 782 (48) 544 (40) 4 75
Anti-neutrino beam 715 130 (263) 151 (138) 0.5 33
7
T2K collected 1.0×1021 POTonMarch 26th, 2015.
8
This studywas conducted before T2Kdeveloped the specialπ0 rejection algorithm. So, the number ofNCbackground is higher, compared
to the results in section 3.2.
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7.8×1021 POTwhich are equally distributed to the neutrino beammode (3.9×1021 POT) and the anti-
neutrino (3.9×1021 POT).
The statistical uncertainty of sin2θ23 and Dm322∣ ∣ is 0.045 and 0.04×10−3eV2, respectively, at the T2K full
statistics. The precision of qsin2 13 is inﬂuenced by the precision of other oscillation parameters including
qsin2 23 and δCP.
An interesting question about θ23 is which θ23 is exactly 45° or not. In the case of q ¹ 4523 , which octant
does the value of θ23 ﬁt in, (θ23>45° or θ23<45°)? Figure 35 shows the regionwhere T2K can reject the
maximummixing θ23=45° and the regionswhere T2K can reject one of the octants of θ23. The octant of θ23 is
determined at 90%C.L. if q -  > 45 423∣ ∣ .
7.3.4.Mass hierarchy
Because of the relatively short baseline (∼300 km) of T2K, the experiment is less sensitive to themass hierarchy
(more sensitive toCP). However, themeasurement of T2K (sensitive toCP) can contribute to improving the
mass hierarchy sensitivity ofNOvA by helping untangle the two effects of CP andmass hierarchy inNOvA.
Figure 36 shows the 90% sensitivity region formass hierarchywith the T2K andNOvAmeasurements. The
Figure 31.The reconstruction energy of expected T2K electron neutrino appearance events with various δCP parameters [53]. (Left)
Neutrino beamoperationwith 7.8×1021 POT and (right) anti-neutrino beamoperationwith 7.8×1021 POT.
Figure 32.The 90% contour region of the δCP versus sin
2 2θ13 plane in the expected T2K sensitivity with 7.8×10
21 POT [53]. POT
are assumed to be equally distributed to the neutrino beammode (3.9 × 1021 POT) and the anti-neutrino (3.9 × 1021 POT).
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sensitivity is really expanded by adding the T2Kmeasurements, especially for d ~  - 90 90CP ( ) case in the
normal (inverted) hierarchy case.
8. Conclusions; building the future
Wehave presented the results and prospects of neutrino oscillationmeasurements by the present generation of
experiments:MINOS/MINOS+, T2K andNOvA. The phenomenology of neutrinos is being rapidly revealed by
these experiments with a dramatical improvement of the precision of neutrino oscillation parameters in 10
years. In the standard neutrino oscillation scenario, all threemixing angles have beenmeasured and found to be
large enough to explore CP violation. Surprisingly, the newdata from the accelerator experiments is beginning
to become sensitive toCP violation, when coupledwith the precise knowledge of themixing angles.
Upcoming results fromon-going experiments, especially T2K andNOvA, will have large impact for the
following reasons.
Figure 33.T2K expectedχ2 difference between the true point d q, sinCP 2 23( ) and the point δCP=0 [53]. Themap ofχ2 difference
shown in color is calculated assuming no systematic errors. The solid contours show the 90%C.L. sensitivity with statistical error only,
while the dashed contours include the 2012T2K systematic error. (Left)The contour in the case of normalmass hierarchy, and (right)
in the case of Invertedmass hierarchy. POT are assumed to be equally distributed to the neutrino beammode (3.9 × 1021 POT) and
the anti-neutrino (3.9 × 1021 POT).
Figure 34.T2K expected sensitivity to qsin2 23 and Dm322∣ ∣ as a function of POT for the normalmass hierarchy [53]. The solid lines are
without systematic error and the dashed onewith the systematic error from the T2K 2012 analysis. POT are assumed to be 3.9×1021
POT for the neutrino beammode and 3.9×1021 for the anti-neutrino.
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• Themeasurements of T2K andNOvA individually are themost sensitive toCP violation. By combining both,
the sensitivity will be further improved.
• In order to explore CP violation, the precision ofmixing angles is essential. In particular, the value of θ23 plays
a key role in specifying the complicated parameter space of delta-CP and themass hierarchy. These
experiments are themost sensitive to θ23.
• TheNOvA experiment has some sensitivity to themass hierarchy. By combiningwith T2K, the sensitive
regionwill be expanded.
• The future neutrino experiment, Hyper-Kamiokande andDUNE,will have greatly expanded sensitivity toCP
violation. The experiences of T2K andNOvA, together with the improvement of systematic uncertainties are
key inputs to the future experiments.
Figure 35. (Left)The shaded region is where T2Khasmore than a 90%C.L. sensitivity to rejectmaximalmixing [53]. (Right)The
shaded region is where T2Khasmore than a 90%C.L. sensitivity to reject one of the octants of θ23[53]. Themass hierarchy is
considered unknown in the normalmass hierarchy case. The shaded region is calculated assuming no systematic errors (statistical
error only), and the dashed contours show the sensitivity including the systematic errors. POT are assumed to be 3.9×1021 POT for
the neutrino beammode and 3.9×1021 for the anti-neutrino.
Figure 36.The regionswhere thewrongmass hierarchy is expected to be rejected at 90%C.L. by theNOvAmeasurement (blue line)
and theNOvA+T2Kmeasurements (black shaded regions) [53]. (Left)The true hierarchy is normal and (right) it is inverted. The
T2KPOT are assumed to be 3.9×1021 POT for the neutrino beammode and 3.9×1021 for the anti-neutrino. TheNOvAPOT
(3.6× 1021) are also assumed to be distributed to the neutrino beammode and the anti-neutrino equally.
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Going beyond the standard neutrino oscillation scenario, unexpected phenomenamay appear in themost
sensitive experiments. Thus, there is discovery potential forMINOS/MINOS+, T2K andNOvA at any time.
Success of on-going experiments is building the future.
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